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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper only finite groups are considered. Unspecified definitions, 
notations, conventions are taken from Huppert [5] or Gorenstein [2]. In par- 
ticular: if X is a set, then 1x1 means its cardinality; if a is an element of the 
group G, then Ial stands shortly for l(a) 1; C, will be any cyclic group of order 
t; G’ (or [G, G]) denotes the commutator subgroup of the group G. We write 
PE Syl,(G) to indicate that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of the group G. 
Suppose that the p-group P satisfies property (*): 
(*) Whenever G is a group containing P as Sylow p-subgroup, there exists 
a normal subgroup N of G such that G= NP and Ntl P= (1) (i.e. any 
such G is p-nilpotent). 
We will call such a group P satisfying (*) a p-nilpotent forcing group. 
An example of a 2-nilpotent forcing group S was exhibited by W.J. Wong 
([5], IV.3.5); namely take S=(a,b 1 a’“=b’=l, ab=al+‘“-‘), where n can be 
any integer larger than two. Another well known example is due to W. Burnside 
([5], IV.2.7), viz. any cyclic 2-group is 2-nilpotent forcing. 
As far as we know nobody has tried to investigate and to decide which of the 
groups of order dividing 32 is 2-nilpotent forcing. To this aim some theory will 
be developed in Q 1, and known results are quoted as far as they are fruitful in 
§2 or in Q 3. In $2 some classes of 2-groups are reviewed. We mean by this the 
following phenomenon. The result of Wong reveals that for any integer n 2 3 
the group (a,b) a2”=b2=1, ab=a1+2”m’ ) is 2-nilpotent forcing. It is Theorem 
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(2.4) teaching us, that no dihedral group of order 2”+t is 2-nilpotent forcing 
for any n 2 2, and Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 tell us such a result for the generalized 
quaternion group of order 2”‘+ ’ and the quasi dihedral groups of order 2’+’ 
respectively, for any m I 2 and t 2 3. Also in 9 2 a slight extension to a theorem 
of F. Dapiash is proved, together with some new theorems due to J.M. Kuiper 
(1989, Amsterdam, not published). In $3 it is shown which group of order 
dividing 32 is 2-nilpotent forcing and which is not, using the machinery 
developed in the sections 1 and 2. 
§ 1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We start our paper with a list of known results whose influence has become 
more and more apparent in the last decades. 
LEMMA (1.1). Let PeSyfJG) and assume that Aut(P) is a p-group. Then 
No(P) = PC,(P) = Px O,,(No(P)), whence Pn (No(P))’ = P’. 
PROOF. Let f: No(P) + Aut(P) be the map determined by (f(g))(x) = gxg-‘, 
for all XE P, gENo(P). So f is a homomorphism whose kernel is C,(P). Now 
No(P)/Co(P) can be regarded as subgroup of the p-group Aut(P). So, as 
PeSyl,(G), we have p{ INo(P)/PCo(P)I, whereas No(P)/PCo(P), as quo- 
tient of the p-group No(P)/Co(P), has to be a p-group. Therefore No(P) = 
PC,(P). As Z(P)lZ(PCo(P)) and asp{ lPCo(P)/Pl= ICo(P)/PnCo(P)i = 
/Co(P)/Z(P)l, it follows from the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem ([5], 1.18.1) 
that Co(P) =Z(P) x Q, where Q is a characteristic p’-subgroup of Co(P). 
Hence No(P) = P x Op, (No(P)) and so (No(P))’ n P = P’. II 
THEOREM (1.2) ([5], IV.2.6). Suppose P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G for 
which P<Z(No(P)) holds. (This holds in particular when P is a cyclic 
2-group). Then G is p-nilpotent. /I 
THEOREM (1.3) ([5], IV.2.7). Suppose p is the smallest prime dividing 
IG(. Suppose PESTLE, where P=Cc,a, X.**XC,I+, where ajfaj whenever 
1 I i< jl 1. Then G is p-nilpotent. II 
The following theorem, due to 0. Grtin ([5], IV.3.4), has been sharpened 
recently by T. Yoshida ([9], 4.2) in a remarkable way. The interested reader is 
referred to Yoshida’s paper [9] in which a host of results can be found. 
THEOREM (1.4) ([5], IV.3.4). Suppose PeSylJG). Then PnG’ is equal to 
the subgroup of G which is generated by the subgroups Pn NG(P)’ and 
<png-‘P’g I gE G). /I 
As said before, Theorem 1.4 can be sharpened in a spectacular way. We denote 
by C, j C, the regular wreath product of two cyclic groups each of order t. So 
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IC,JC,l =t’+’ and the group C, S C, is isomorphic to the dihedral group of 
order 8. Let G’(p) be the smallest normal subgroup of G for which G/G’(p) 
is an abelian p-group (i.e. G’(p) = {n,,, N 1 G/N is an abelian p-group}). 
THEOREM (1.5) ([9], 4.2 and [6], 5.21). Suppose PES~~JG). Assume 
P/Nz C,,J C, for every normal subgroup N of P. Then Pn G’ = P fl No (P)‘, 
No(P)‘(p)=No(P)fl G’(p) and G/OP(G)zNo(P)/OP(No(P)). 11 
By means of Theorem (1.5) the p-nilpotency of G can sometimes be forced, 
such as in Theorem (1.6). 
THEOREM (1.6). Suppose PE Syi,(G) and assume that Aut(P) is a p-group. 
If P has no quotient group isomorphic to C,i C,, then G is p-nilpotent. 
PROOF. Regarding No(P)/Co(P) as subgroup of Aut(P), we see following 
(1.1) that No(P) = Px O,,(No(P)). Hence No(P) is p-nilpotent. So G is p-nil- 
potent by (1.5). /I 
Now we mention a theorem of J. Tate. In the sequel @(X) stands for the 
Frattini subgroup of the group X, by standard notation. 
THEOREM (1.7) ([5], IV.4.7). Let PES~~JG) and let N4G. Assume 
Pfl Nr Q(P). Then N is p-nilpotent. /I 
As a consequence of Tate’s Theorem, we have 
THEOREM (1.8). Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1.7 in case N = G’. Then 
G is p-nilpotent. 
PROOF. As G/G’ is abelian, there exists Kg G with G’sK with K/G’ the 
unique p-complement of G/G’. We have pi IPG’: PI = IG’: Pfl G’j. Hence 
p~IK/G’I.IG’:PflG’l=IK:PnG’/. So PflG’ESylJK). Therefore PflK= 
PflG’. NowPnK=PnG’I@(P). Henceit followsfrom(1.7)thatKisp-nil- 
potent. So, as G/K is a p-group, it holds that G is p-nilpotent. I/ 
A necessary condition for a p-group P in order that P be a p-nilpotent forcing 
group, is that Aut(P) is a p-group. This result is the content of Theorem (1.9). 
We will use (1.9) repeatedly. 
THEOREM (1.9). Let P be a p-nilpotent forcing group. Then Aut(P) is a 
p-group. 
PROOF. Suppose q is a prime dividing IAut(P)I, different from p. So Aut(P) 
contains a cyclic subgroup (a) of order q; this is a consequence of Cauchy’s 
Theorem ([5], 1.7.4). Consider the semi-direct product P(a) where PaP(a) 
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with a acting on P in the natural way. Since CY does act nontrivially on P, it is 
clear that P(o) is not p-nilpotent. So P is not a p-nilpotent forcing group. I/ 
Note that the converse of (1.9) does not hold. The dihedral group of order 
8 is isomorphic to its automorphism group, but it is isomorphic to a Sylow 
2-subgroup of the symmetric group on four symbols which is not 2-nilpotent. 
Now we can state which abelian p-groups are p-nilpotent forcing. 
THEOREM (1.10). Let P be an abelian p-group. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
1) P is a p-nilpotent forcing group. 
2) PEC$*, x ... XC,“, with lra,, a;#aj if i#j. 
PROOF. This is clear; see also (1.3). 11 
In the following theorem a direct product of two p-groups is considered. 
THEOREM (1.11). Suppose A and B are p-groups. If A x B is a p-nilpotent 
forcing group, then A and B are also p-nilpotent forcing groups. 
PROOF. Suppose A E Syl,(G). Then A x B E Syl,(G x B). By hypothesis G x B 
is p-nilpotent, whence G is p-nilpotent. Thus A is a p-nilpotent forcing group. 
The same holds for B by symmetry. I/ 
Note that the converse to (1.11) is not valid in general. The alternating group 
on four symbols is not 2-nilpotent and C, x C, is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of it; but of course C, is a 2-nilpotent forcing group by (1.2). 
We close this section one by mentioning three theorems that are fruitful 
in $3. 
THEOREM (1.12) (G. Frobenius, [5], IV.5.8). Suppose p~Syl,(G). Then G is 
p-nilpotent if and only if No(U)/Co(U) is a p-group for every subgroup U of 
P* II 
THEOREM (1.13) (W. Burnside, [5], IV.2.5). Suppose p~Sylr(G). Assume K 
and L are subsets of P for which K’ = K and L’ = L for all t E P holds. Assume 
also that there exists ge G with Kg= L. Then there exists h E No(P) with 
Kh=L. 11 
THEOREM (1.14) (0. Grtin’s second theorem, [5], IV.3.7). Suppose PE SylJG). 
Assume gZ(P)g-’ 5 P for g E G implies always that gZ(P)g-’ = Z(P). Then 
G/G’(P)=N~(Z(P))/(N,(Z(P)))‘(P). II 
Q 2. CLASSES OFp-NILPOTENT FORCING GROUPS 
We have seen in Theorem (1.9) that the implication 
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P is a p-nilpotent forcing group * Aut(P) is a p-group 
holds. So only p-groups X with Aut(X) a p-group are in doubt with respect to 
the p-nilpotent forcing property. 
In this section we consider a few well known classes of p-groups, all of whose 
automorphism groups are p-groups too. 
We begin, however, by mentioning a theorem of F. Dapiash. The theorem 
is perhaps not so commonly known for the paper in which Theorem (2.1) has 
been proved, happened to be written in Russian. It generalizes Wong’s theorem 
([5], IV.3.5). 
THEOREM (2.1) ([ 11, Te 2). Let P be a p-group satisfying Z(P) cyclic, 
P’<Q,(P), IsZ,(P)I =p2. Suppose Pc~Sylr(G) and assume that p is the smal- 
lest prime dividing /G I. Then G is p-nilpotent. 11 
We can prove, however, a result in the spirit of this paper. 
THEOREM (2.2). Suppose P is a p-group satisfying Z(P) cyclic, P’rR,(P), 
IQ,(P)1 =p2. Then P is a p-nilpotent forcing group if and only if p = 2. 
PROOF. The proof hinges upon the fact that Dapiash gave a classification of 
all the p-groups P satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. See ([l], Te 1). 
Although the original proof of it happened to be somewhat difficult to verify, 
J.M. Kuiper and this paper’s author paraphrased the contents of that proof and 
afterwards it turned out that Dapiash’s classification was indeed correct, to be 
stated as follows. 
a) Suppose p > 2. Then either 
1) P=(a,bI aP”=bP=l, ab=a’+p” ‘) where n22, 
or 
2) P=(a,b,c1a9=b3=1, c3=a6, ab=a4, aC=ab, b’=a3b), 
whence 1PI = 34. 
b) Suppose p=2. Then either 
1) P=(a,b I a2”=b2=l, ab=a’+‘“-‘) where nr3, 
or 
2) Pg(a,b,cIa8=b2=1, c2=a6b, ah=a5, a’=ab, b”=a4b), 
whence lP1 = 25. 
The groups under a) 1) admit an automorphism f of order 2 by means of 
f(a) = a-‘, f(b) = b. Hence these groups are not p-nilpotent forcing. 
The group a) 2) admits an automorphism 0 of order 2 by means of a(c)= 
c-l, o(a) = a-‘, o(b) = 6. So this group is not p-nilpotent forcing. 
The groups b) 1) are 2-nilpotent forcing by Wong’s theorem. 
The group b) 2) is also 2-nilpotent forcing by (2.1). // 
COROLLARY (2.3). Let P be a p-group of order p” +’ where n L 5. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
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a) P=(a,b 1 a2”=b2=l, qb=al+*“-‘), 
b) Z(P) is cyclic, P’s!S’(P), IQn,(P)j =p*, P is p-nilpotent forcing. 11 
Now we will treat some known classes of 2-groups all of whose auto- 
morphism groups are 2-groups too (the quaternion group Q4 excepted as 
Aut(Q,)z&; see also Theorem (2.5)). The theorems (2.4), (2.9, (2.6) are our 
first objects of study of some well known classes. 
THEOREM (2.4). Consider the dihedral group D2n of order 2”+‘, where n 2 1. 
Then D2” is not a 2-nilpotent forcing group. 
PROOF. Let m 2 2 and put q = 52’nm2. Then IPSL(2, q)l = +(q* - 1)q and 2m is 
the highest power of 2 dividing I PSL(2, q)l; this can easily be proved by induc- 
tion on m. Moreover, any Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(2,q) is isomorphic to 
D2,+1 (this holds also if m=2, in which case D2=C2x C2); see ([5], 11.8.10). 
Now PSL(2, q) is simple for each m L 2. So for each n 2 1, D2n is not a 2-nil- 
potent forcing group. I/ 
THEOREM (2.5). Let nr2 and consider the generalized quaternion group 
Q2n=b,bl a*"=l, b2=a2"-', ab=a-‘> of order 2”“. Then Q2” is not a 2-n% 
potent forcing group. 
PROOF. Put q=5 2”‘-2, where mr2. Then ISL(2,q)I is divisible by 2m+1, 
but not by 2”‘+*. The group SL(2,q) has generalized quaternion groups 
Q2n as Sylow 2-subgroups; see ([5], 11.8.10). So, as mr2, PSL(2,q)= 
SL(2,q)/Z(SL(2,q)) is not 2-nilpotent (in fact PSL(2,q) is simple). Hence 
SL(2,q) is not 2-nilpotent either. This proves the theorem. II 
THEOREM (2.6). Let n?3 and consider the quasi dihedral group QD2n= 
(a, b ( a2” = b2 = 1, ab = a-1f2”-‘) of order 2”“. Then QD2” is not a 2-nilpotent 
forcing group. 
PROOF. We want to give a proof in the same spirit as the proofs of the 
theorems (2.4) and (2.5), but we will show that some number theoretical 
pecularities are encountered. Let q be a prime power such that q= 3 (mod 4). 
Hence there exists s E th, SL 3, such that 2’-’ 1 q + 1, but 2S{q + 1. It holds that 
IPSL(3,q)l =k-‘q3(q2- 1)(q3-I), where k=gcd(3,q-1); see ([5], 11.6.2). It is 
well known that QD2s is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(3,q); see 
([2], page 486). Note that 2’+’ is indeed the highest power of 2 dividing 
IPSL(3,q)l. Since PSL(3,r) is simple for any prime power r-24, the proof of 
the theorem is complete as soon as we have clearified that for any given integer 
s? 3 a prime power q > 3 can be found satisfying 2’- ’ ( q + 1, but 2S{q + 1. 
This can be done as follows. Observe that gcd(2: 2’- ’ - 1) = 1. We know from 
Dirichlet’s theorem ([4], page 176, etc.) that for some integer x? 1 the number 
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~.2~+2~-‘--1 is equal to a primep, say. Sop>3, 2’-’ Ip+l, 2’{p+l. Then 
the group PX(3,p) does what we are aiming at. /I 
The modular group M= (a, b 1 a2” = b2 = 1, ub =u~+~“~‘) of order 2”+l> 16 
has a particular property. Namely, each normal subgroup of index 2 of M is 
2-nilpotent forcing. Besides that, M’sQi(M), 2 1 /M/Q,(M)I, and Aut(M) is 
a 2-group. 
All these properties were fruitful in the proof of Theorem IV.3.5 of [5], due 
to Wong. It was J.M. Kuiper who, inspired by this result, formulated the frame- 
work of the following theorem, thereby generalizing the ideas of Wong and 
Dapiash. If L is a p-group we denote by V;,(L) the set {g 1 ge L, gp’ = l}. 
THEOREM (2.7) (J.M. Kuiper). Let P be a p-group for which Aut(P) is a 
p-group too. Suppose there exists positive integers j and t such that 
a) P’C Vj(P), 
b) IP/mj(P)I =p’>l, 
c) For any series Nr I Nt ~I I .+. 4 N, I NO = P of normal subgroups N, of P 
with INk_I/Nkl=pfor all kE{l,...,t} there exists some kOE{l,...,t} 
such that NkO is a p-nilpotent forcing group. 
Then P is a p-nilpotent forcing group. 
PROOF. Let G be a group whose Sylow p-subgroups are isomorphic to P. The 
order of every element g-‘xg, where XE P’, g E G, divides pJ. Therefore Grun’s 
Theorem(1.4)andLemma(l.l)yieldPnG’=(PnN,(P)’,Pn(P’)g~g~G)= 
(P’, Pn (P’)g I ge G) ~sZ,(P). Now, as Pfl G’l~j((P), we see that pf divides 
I P/P rl G'/ , whence pf divides I PG'/G'/ . So pt / I G/G/l. Since G/G’ is abelian, 
it follows that there are normal subgroups Gi, . . . , G, of G such that G = Go2 
G,L...zG~ in such a way that IGi_,/Gi/=p for each iE{l,...,t}. 
DefineN,=Gkr)Pforeveryk~{1,...,t}.AsG=GiPforeveryi~{1,...,t} 
it holds that all N,, N,, . . . , Nt are normal subgroups of P such that for each 
kE{l,..., t} / Nk 1 /Nk / =p holds. Thus by hypothesis there exists Nk,, a P for 
some k,E (1, . . . . t} such that Nk, is p-nilpotent forcing. On the other hand, 
as G=G,,P, we see that p{IGkOP:PI = IGkO:(PfIGk,)I = IGkO:Nk,I. So 
NkO E Syl,,(GkO). Therefore, as NkO is p-nilpotent forcing, there exists a charac- 
teristic subgroup A4 of Gk,, with p{ IA4 and Gk,/A4 a p-group. Therefore 
M4 G, G/M= P, so that G is p-nilpotent. The proof of the theorem is com- 
plete. /I 
An analogous theorem to (2.7) can be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM (2.8). Let PE SylJG) and assume that P satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem (2.7) with a) P’s T(P) replaced by 
a’) P’ ~ ~j(P), P’ a G, 
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or by 
a”) P’ I Qj(G) and C?j(G) n P I Qj(P). 
(By convention Qj(G) = (g E G 1 gp’= 1)). Then it holds that G is p-nilpotent. 
PROOF. Apply &tin’s Theorem (1.4) and Lemma (1 .l) and follow the rest of 
the proof of Theorem (2.7). 1) 
Another application of the ideas in the proof of Theorem (2.7) can be found 
in the next theorem. 
THEOREM (2.9) (J.M. Kuiper). Let P be a p-group and assume that Aut (P) is 
a p-group. If there exists an integer j such that P’c q(P) c Q(P), then P is a 
p-nilpotent forcing group. 
PROOF. Just as in the proof of Theorem (2.7) it holds that Pn G’c Qj(P) 
if PE Syl,(G). So ~2~ (P) = (q(P)> I Q(P) and so the result follows from 
(1.8). II 
We close this section with the observation that at first sight it seems difficult 
to find (classes of) p-nilpotent forcing groups in case p is an odd prime. 
A theorem dealing with this kind of situation is the following. 
THEOREM (2.10). Let P be a p-group of order p’, p odd prime, for which 
p > 1. Suppose Aut(P) is a p-group. Then P is a p-nilpotent forcing group. 
PROOF. The group P is an example of a so-called regular p-group 
([5], 111.10.2). By a result of Wielandt ([5], IV.8.1) it holds then that, if 
p~Syl~(G), G/OP(G)~NN,(P)/OP(No(P)). So, as Aut(P) is a p-group, 
No(P) is p-nilpotent by (1.6). Thus G is p-nilpotent too. jl 
EXAMPLES OF (2.10). The reader is referred to a paper of M.V. Khorocevskii 
in Algebra i Logika 10 (1971), pages 81-88, in which it is in fact shown that 
there exist p-groups of the type as meant in the hypotheses of Theorem (2.10) 
for any number of generators 2 3. It is also shown by him that there are 
p-groups satisfying the hypotheses of (2.10) for any nilpotency class 2 2. 
5 3. THEGROUPSOFORDER2,4,8,16AND32 
In this section. we give a complete answer to the question of which 2-groups 
of order at most 32 are 2-nilpotent forcing and which are not. 
The numbering of all the non-abelian groups whose order divide 32, is taken 
from Hall and Senior ([3]) or, following the same scheme, from Thomas and 
Wood ([7]). 
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A + mark in front of the group number in the following lists means that the 
group under consideration is 2-nilpotent forcing; a - mark means that it is not. 
Therefore it is clear now what, for instance, 
or 
+16/10 (a,b 1 a4=b4=l, &=a-‘>, 
-815 Q4r 
stands for. 
When P is abelian and IPI divides 32, then we know precisely which of these 
groups are 2-nilpotent forcing and which are not, just by applying (1.10). 
Every non-abelian 2-group whose order divides 32, will be accompanied with 
a conclusive explanation why this group is 2-nilpotent forcing or why it is not. 
(3.1) non-abelian groups of order 8 
-814 D4; by (2.4). 
-8/5 Q4; by (2.5). 
(3.2) non-abelian groups of order 16 
-16/6 D,xC,; by (l.ll), due to -8/4. 
-1617 Q4xCZ; by (l.ll), due to -8/5. 
-16/8 (a,b,c\ a4=b2=c2=l, &=u, a”=a, b”=a2b); by (1.9), due 
to 3 / IAut(16/8)/. 
-16/9 (a,b,cIa4=b2=c2=1, ub=a, aC=a3b, b’=b); consider G= 
(a,/?,v,6 1 c?=/P=&=y3=1, cxfl=a, cry=p, /3Y=@, (xS=., 
p”=cxp, y6= y-l). Then G is a non 2-nilpotent group of order 48, 
having 1619 as a Sylow 2-subgroup by means of the substitutions 
a=6, b=c&‘, c=/3. // 
+16/10 (a, b 1 a4= b4= 1, ab=a-‘); this can be seen as follows. The 
group 16/10 has precisely three maximal subgroups (of index 2) to 
wit: (a, b2), (a2, b), (a2, ab). Each of them is isomorphic to C4 x C2, 
all lying over L?,(16/10)=(a2,b2)=@(16/10); note @(16/10)>(a2)= 
(16/10)‘. Moreover, Aut(l6/10) is a 2-group. Thus (2.7) can be 
applied here, as the group 16/10 satisfies all the hypotheses of that 
theorem for j=. 1 and t = 2 and k0 = 1 for any such series of normal 
subgroups IV, of 16/10. /( 
+16/l 1 (a, b / a8 = b2 = 1, ab = a’); by Wong’s Theorem. 
-16/12 Ds; by (2.4). 
-16/13 QDs; by (2.6). 
-16/14 Qs; by (2.5). 
(3.3) non-abelian groups of order 32 
-32/8 D4xC,xC2; by (l.ll), due to -8/4. 
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-3219 Q4xC2xC2; by (l.ll), due to -S/5. 
-32110 (16/8)x&; by (l.ll), due to -16/8. 
-32/11 (16/9)x&; by (l.ll), due to -16/9. 
+32/12 (16/10)x C,; see the following argument. 
We argue by induction on the order of those groups H containing an isomor- 
phic copy of P:=(32/12) as Sylow 2-subgroup. Let P~Syl~(c). 
Suppose G f PC’. Then PG’a G and PC’ is 2-nilpotent by induction. If also 
PG’fP, then 02(PG’)=02~(PG’)#{l} and so G/O,,(PG’) would be 2-nil- 
potent by induction, whence G itself is then 2-nilpotent. If PC’= P, then P4 G 
and so, as Aut(32112) is a 2-group, we have that G=N,(P)=PC,(P). So 
now G is 2-nilpotent. Thus we assume from now on that G = PC’. 
Observe that Qi (P) = Z(P) 2 C2 x C2 x C,. Therefore we see that P is 2-nor- 
ma1 in G, i.e. g-‘Z(P)g<P with gE G will imply gm’Z(P)g=Z(P). Then it 
holds by Grun’s second theorem ([5], IV.3.7) that G/G’= PG’/G’= G/G’(2)= 
NG(Z(P))/(NG(Z(P)))'(2). 
Assume first that Nc(Z(P))%G. So, by induction, NG(Z(P)) is 2-nilpotent. 
Thus there exists NaN,(Z(P)) with NG(Z(P))/N abelian of order 16. There- 
fore 16= lG/G’l and so, as IPJ = 32, Theorem (1.2) yields the 2-nilpotency of 
G’. Thus G is 2-nilpotent. 
Therefore, we may assume that Z(P) a G. We have PfI G’= 
(P’,Pn(P’)gIg~G)dl(P), by (1.1). 
Therefore, as IPKJ2,(P)l =4 and as Pn G’ESYI~(G’) we see that 52,(P)G’/G’ 
is of index 4 in G/G’ and note that here Q,(P) a G. Hence Q,(P) is the unique 
normal Sylow 2-subgroup of SZ1(P)G’. 
Put X= S2,(P)G’. We have C,(Z(P)) 4 G. It can be assumed that C,(Z(P)) = 
Z(P). {For otherwise, as JC,(Z(P))/Z(P)l is odd, we would find that 
O,,(C,(Z(P))) # {l} and also O,,(C,(Z(P))) a G. So, by applying induction 
on G/O,,(C,(Z(P))), it holds that G is 2-nilpotent}. Hence X/Z(P) can be 
regarded as subgroup of Aut(Z(P)) which is isomorphic to GL(3,2), whence 
IX/Z(P) I divides 21. 
Suppose there exists R il G with Z(P) s R 2.X. Then G/R has abelian Sylow 
2-subgroups T/R of order 4. Therefore by induction T is 2-nilpotent as P is 
isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of T. Thus R is 2-nilpotent and then 
RI C,(Z(P)), a case we have already dismissed. So, X/Z(P)= {l}, Cs or C,. 
Assume X/Z(P) $Z(G/Z(P)). Then there exists an involution a E G/Z(P), 
inverting any element of X/Z(P). {Note that G/Z(P) has elementary abelian 
Sylow 2-subgroups of order 4). The element d has an element a E P in its 
inverse image in G. Of course, (r acts trivially on Z(P) by conjugation. Let y EX 
be such that ( yZ(P)) =X/Z(P). Let Q E Z(P). So eym’ = &lya = @‘a-’ = &‘. 
Hence Q~*=Q, VQ EZ(P). Since also (y2Z(P)> =X/Z(P), we now conclude 
that even y itself acts trivially on each of the elements of Z(P) by conjugation. 
This is in conflict to C,(Z(P)) = Z(P). 
Therefore, suppose X/Z(P) 5 Z(G/Z(P)) which yields G/Z(P) E C2 X C2 x C,, 
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where t= 1, 3 or 7. Thus G = PG’s PZ(P) = P and so G is indeed 2-nil- 
potent. I/ 
+32/13 (16/l 1) x C2; 
we can argue as follows. The clue is, that P:=(32/13) has no quotient group 
of order 8 isomorphic to D4. Hence, as Aut(P) is a 2-group, it holds that P is 
a 2-nilpotent forcing group, by (1.6). /I 
-32/14 D4x Cd; by (1.11) due to -814. 
-32/15 Q4xC4; by (1.11) due to -815. 
+32/16 (a,b,cl a4=b4=c2=1, ab=a, aC=a, bc=a2b); 
this can be seen as follows. Any Nap, P := (32/16), {l} #N intersects Z(P) 
nontrivially. So, as Z(P) = (a,b*), any quotient group of order 8 of P is a 
quotient of P/(a2), or of P/(6*), or of P/(a* b2). Now P/(a2) = C4 x C2 X C2, 
P/(b*)=(16/8), P/(a2b2)~C4’fD4. Hence P has no quotient group isomor- 
phic to D4. Therefore, as Aut(P) is a 2-group, it holds that P is a 2-nilpotent 
forcing group by (1.6). /I 
-32/17 (a,b,c( a*=b*=c*=l, ab=a, a’=a, b’=a4b); by (1.9) due 
to 3 / IAut(32/17)1. 
-32/18 (a,b,cIa2=b4=c4=1, ab=a, d=a, b’=ab); by (1.9) due 
to 3 1 /Aut(32/18)1. 
+32/19 (a,b 1 a8=b4=1, ab=a’); put P=(32/19). 
Now Aut(P) is a 2-group, Z(P) = (a*, b*), and the elements a4, b*, a4b2 are 
precisely the elements of order 2 of P. So we have, if PE Syl,(G), that Pfl G’= 
(PnN,(P)‘, Pn(P’)sIgEG)=(P:Pn(P’)sIg,G)=(a4,Pn<a4>gIgEG)I 
(a4, b*) = &2,(P)< (a*, b*) = Q(P). Hence by Tate’s Theorem (1.8) G is 
2-nilpotent. 11 
-32/20 (a,b,c)a2=b8=c2=1, ab=a, aC=a, b’=ab); 
there exists a group G of order 96, for which G = (a, b, y, 6 I a2 = j?* = da = y3 = 1, 
aB=a, aY=P, /3Y=a/3, a’=,, p”=ap, y”= y-l). The group G is not 2-nil- 
potent. The group (32/20) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of G by means 
of the substitutions a=a, b=6, c=p. II 
+32/21 (a,6 1 a4=bs=1, ab=a-‘); 
put P~syl~(G). We have Z(P)=(a*, b*)= Q(P), Aut(P) is a 2-group, and 
Q,(P)= (a*, b4). Thus the proof of the 2-nilpotency of G runs completely 
analogous to the argument as given for the group (32/19). II 
+32/22 (a, b 1 a 16=b2= 1, ab=a9); 
this is an example of Wong’s Theorem. 
-32/23 D,xC,; by (1.11) due to -16/12. 
-32/24 QD,xC,; by (1.11) due to -16/13. 
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-32/25 QsxC,; by (1.11) due to -16/14. 
-32/26 (a,b,cl as=b2=c2=l, ab=a, a’=a-‘, bC=a4b); 
the group (32/26) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of the non-2-nilpotent 
group C,YGL(2,3) of order 96. See (181, page 132). 
-32/27 (a,b,c)a2=bs=c2=l, ab=a, a’=a, bc=ab-‘); 
define (a) = F,*, . Define matrices in GL(2,25) as follows: 
The group ((Oe3 s $), (-7 ,$)(C2)/(C2) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(2,25); it 
is a dihedral group of order 8. Now 
C-‘BC= (-; _;) =ABm’C2, 
and 
Put X=((“” 0 i6)). Then (32/27) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of the 
non-2-nilpotent group GL(2,25)/X. 11 
-32/28 (a,b,cIa’=b’=l, c2=b4, ab=a, a’=a, b’=ab-‘); 
it is proved in ([8], page 130) that (32/28) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of the non-2-nilpotent group 
(Y> x (a, P, t>, (7 
a2=y, r3=l, I?=/?, p’=ap, (cz,p)=Q4, 
*.a= r-1 , cP=a-I, pL(--lp, yL 1 > 
of order 96. I/ 
+32/29 (a,b 1 a8=b4=1, ab=aml); 
the arguments are rather typical. The group (32129) has only subgroups of the 
following isomorphism types: {l}, C,, C2 x C2, C4, C4x C2, Cs, Cs x C,, 
(16/10), (32/29). Now each of the before mentioned subgroups has the property 
that their automorphism group is a 2-group, with one type of exception: 
Aut(C,x C,)gSs. Now Z(32/29) = (a4, b2) =Q,(32/29)=C2 x C,. Therefore, 
(put P = (32/29) and suppose P E S-Y/,(G)), PC C, (Q, (P)) I NG(Q1 (P)) and so 
lNG(Q,(P))/CG(sZI(P))~ divides 3. Choose two elements ~,/~EZ(P) each of 
order 2. Assume there exists ge G with ag=/3. Then by (1.13), there exists 
heN,(P) with c.~~=p. But NG(P)=PCG(P), as Aut(P) is a 2-group. So, 
since (Y, BE Z(P) such an h ENS with ah =/I does not exist! Therefore 
NG(Q,(P))=CG(Q,(P)). We have proved now that each subgroup S of P 
shares the property that No(S)/Co(S) is a 2-group (as N,(T)/C,(T) can be 
regarded as subgroup of Aut(T) for each TIP). Hence Frobenius’ Theorem 
(1.12) yields the 2-nilpotency of G! I/ 
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+32/30 (a, b ) a8 = b4 = 1, ab = a3); 
the arguments here are word for word the same as we argued for the group 
(32/29). 11 
-32/31 (a,b,cIa4=b4=c2=1, ab=ac=a, bC=ab-‘); 
the group GL(2,5) is not 2-nilpotent and (32/31) can be seen to be isomorphic 
to a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL(2,5) by means of the substitutions a= (i i), 
b = (11 _f), c = (h -7) with matrices contained in GL(2,5). 11 
+32/32 (a,bIa8=l, a4=b4, ab=a-‘); 
here we have that Aut(32/32) is a 2-group and that, writing P=(32/32), 
P’S V,(P)5 Q(P) (see [7]). Therefore, by (2.9) it holds that (32/32) is a 2-n% 
potent forcing group. 11 
-32/33 (a)x(b>x(c)x(d), f 
a2=b2=C2=d2zj-2=l, . 
> af=a, bs=b, cf=ac, df=bd ’ 
by (1.9) as 3) )Aut(32/33)1. 
-32/34 (a,b,cl a4=b4=c2=1, ab=u, aC=apl, b’=b-‘); by (1.9) as 
3 1 IAut(32/34)1. 
+32/35 (a,b,c1a4=b4=l, a2=c2, ab=a, ac=ap’, bc=bm’); 
here Aut(32/35) is a 2-group and (32/35)/s V,(32/35) I @(32/35). Hence from 
(2.9) we see that (32/35) is a 2-nilpotent forcing group. 11 
-32/36 ((a> x (6) x (cl, d 1 a2=b2=C4=d2=1, bd=ab, cd=c-‘, 
ad=a); 
the non-2-nilpotent group ((c)x (a, b,t>, d), where <d={pl, at= 6, br=ab, 
r3 = 1, has order 96 and has an isomorphic copy of (32136) as Sylow 2-sub- 
group. II 
-32137 NC> x (a> x (b), d 1 a2=b2=C4=1, c2=d2, bd=&, 
cd=~-‘, adza); 
the non-2-nilpotent group ((c) x(a, b, 0, d) where Td=<-‘, at= 6, br=ab, 
r3 = 1, has order 96 and has an isomorphic copy of (32137) as Sylow 2-sub- 
group. II 
+32/38 ((a> x (b) x(c), d 1 a4=b2=c2=d2=1, ad=ab, Cd=a2C, 
bd= 6); 
we can argue as follows. Let P:= (32/38)~Syl,(G). It holds that Aut(P) is a 
2-group and that (a2,b)=P’SPfIG’=(P’,Pn(P’)g/gEG)1Q1(P)= 
(b) x (c, d) = C, x D4, following (1.1). We argue by induction on the order of 
H, where H contains an isomorphic copy of P as Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Assume IPnG’l=4. Then P~G’=P’I@(P), whence G is 2-nilpotent by 
(1.8). 
Assume IPfl G’I =8. If Pfl G’ contains elements of order 4, then, as 
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(6) IP’, we see that Pn G’z Cqx C,. But then, as Pn G’ESylz(G’), G’ is 
2-nilpotent by (1.3), so that PR/RES~~,(G/R), PR/RgG/R, where R = 
02(G’)=02,(G’). Since Aut(P)=Aut(PR/R) it follows from (1.1) that G 
itself is 2-nilpotent. Now Q1(P) has no subgroups isomorphic to Q4. 
So assume that PnG’zC2xC2xC,, i.e. PnG’=(b,c,a*) or PnG’= 
(b,d,a*). In both situations PnG’4P. Now, if &(PnG’)#G, then, as 
P<N,(Pn G’), we may assume by induction, that No (Pn G’) is 2-nilpotent, 
whence &,(Pfl G’) is 2-nilpotent. But then, as Pfl G’ is abelian, it follows 
from Grim’s second theorem ([5], IV.3.7), that G’ is 2-nilpotent, implying the 
2-nilpotency of G itself as we saw earlier. 
Therefore, we can assume that Pfl G’4 G in case Pn G’= C, x C2 x C,. 
Obviously, G’/C,,(Pn G’) is isomorphic to a subgroup of odd order of 
GL(3,2). Since O,,(C,,(Pn G’))aG, we may apply an appropriate induction 
hypothesis in case (1) # O,,(C,,(Pfl G’)) yielding the 2-nilpotency of 
G/02,(C,,(PnG’)) and then the 2-nilpotency of G. So we may assume 
C,,(PnG’)=PnG’. Now IG’/PflG’l divides 21. If G’=PnG’, then we 
saw earlier that the 2-nilpotency of G/yielded the 2-nilpotency of G. Therefore, 
suppose G’#Pfl G’. Then there exists _Xa G’ with G’zXzPfl G’ so that 
X/Pn G’ has order three or seven. As now X char G’, X9 G holds. If X# G’, 
it holds by induction that XP, being smaller than G, is 2-nilpotent; but then X 
is 2-nilpotent which is in conflict to Xr C,,(Pfl G’) = Pfl G’. Thus 
IG’/PnG’l is three or seven. 
We argue first that IG’/Pfl G’I = 3. Indeed, assume on the contrary that 
IG’/PnG’/=7. Then there exists geG’ such that g-‘bg=a* as b,a*E 
PnG’=C,~(PnG’)~C2xC2xC2. By (1.13) there now exists heAl, with 
h-‘bh = a*, as b, a2 E Z(P). However, as NG(P) = PC,(P) by (1. l), this cannot 
occur. So, indeed IG’/Pn G’I = 3. 
Assume PnG’=(b,c,a2). Then (b,c,a)lCG(PflG’). Suppose G#PG’. 
Then by induction PC’ is 2-nilpotent, whence G’ is 2-nilpotent. This, however, 
contradicts G’#C,,(PflG’). Thus G=PG’, i.e. /G/G’1 = IP/PflG’I =4. Thus 
we see that IG/CG(PnG’)l divides 6. {Note C,(PnG’)aG as PnG’aG). 
Now G#CC,(PnG’) as (b,c,a*)#Z(P). Further, IG/C,(PnG’)I#2, since 
otherwise G’= C,,(Pn G’), a contradiction. If IG/C,(Pn G’)I = 3, then 
PaG, whence G is 2-nilpotent by Aut(P) being a 2-group, using (1.1). So, 
assume IG/C,(PnG’)I =6, i.e. (b,~,a)=C~(PflG’)aG. Then @((b,c,a))= 
(a*>, so (a*> char(b,c,a), whence (a*> aG. We see that (b, c,a*)/(a*) 5 
Z(P/(a2>). So P(a*> I C,,,,z,((b, c, a*>/(a*>). Hence, as IG : PI = 3, either 
Pa G or (b, c, ~*)/(a*) is centralized by G/(a*). Since G’ acts trivially on (a*) 
by conjugation and nontrivially on (b,c,a*), it cannot be that G/la*) cen- 
tralizes (6, c, ~*)/(a~). Hence Pa G which results in the 2-nilpotency of G as 
we saw earlier. 
Assume PnG’=(b,d,a*). Suppose that V=C,xC,, VIPfTG’, VaP. 
Then V must be equal to (b,a*)=Z(P). Now JG’/PnG’l=3, so by ([5], 
111.13.4)/[PnG’,G’]~=4and[PnG’,G’]~G.Hence[PnG’,G’]=V=Z(P). 
As Aut(P) is a 2-group, we have N,(P) =PC,(P) and there does not exist 
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h E N,(P) such that oh = p for any two distinct prescribed elements cz and p of 
Z(P). But there exists g E G’ with Ig(P f7 G’)I = 3 such that ag =/3 just by 
[Pn G’, G’] = V=Z(P). This is in conflict to Burnside’s Theorem (1.13). 
So finally, assume that Pfl G’= fir(P) = (b) x (c,d) z C, xD,. We can also 
invoke that G/G’ is 2-group, as G=PG’ might be assumed by induction just 
as we did it earlier in the proof. So G//G” is of odd order. [Otherwise, 
jG/G’I = 2 and G’/O’(G’)G” is a nontrivial 2-group, so that G/02(G)G” is a 
2-group of order at least 4; but then 4 1 )G/G’I and we have a contradiction]. 
Now Q,(P)&$,(G’), L’,(P)=CczxD4, Aut(CzxDq) is a 2-group. Hence 
NG,(sZI(P)) is 2-nilpotent, following (1.1). As IG’/G”/ is odd, we can apply 
a theorem of Schiefelbusch (see [9], car. 5.3.2) to conclude that b and 
(cd)’ are conjugate within G’. This contradicts the fact that NG,(Q1(P))= 
Q,(P)xO,~(N,r(Q,(P))), by Burnside’s Theorem (1.13). 
Therefore G is 2-nilpotent whenever PE Sy12(G), P= (32/38). /I 
+32/39 (uJ,cl a4=b4=c2=1, ab=., a’=a-‘, bc=a2b-‘); 
this can be proved as follows. Put P= (32/39) and let P~syl~(G). Then 
P’= (a2, b2) = Z(P) = @p(P); Q2,(P) = (b2> x (ac,c) EC, xD,; PHI G’S O,(P) as 
Aut(32/39) is a 2-group; X := (b2, ac, a2> and Y := (b2, c, a2> are the only ele- 
mentary abelian subgroups of Q,(P) of order 8 (whence also the only ones of 
P) and these groups X and Y are normal in P; each of X and Y has only one 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 4 that is normal in P, viz. (a2, b2) = 
Z(P); Q,(P) has no subgroups isomorphic to Q4. 
Now we argue just as we did it in the case (32/38). The proof reduces to the 
case where PnG’zC2xC2xC2, PnG’aP, IG’/PnG’l =3. 
Then we observe that Z(P) is the only normal subgroup of P of order 4 that 
is contained in Pfl G’, see above. But G’ acts irreducibly on Z(P) by conjuga- 
tion. This is again in conflict to (1.13). So assume finally that Pf7 G’= 
Q,(P) = (b2> x (ac, c) E C2 xD4. By means of Schiefelbusch’s Theorem (just 
applied as in the case (32/38)) it finally turns out that the group (32/39) is 2-nil- 
potent forcing. I( 
+32/40 (a,b,cl a4=b4=1, c2=a2b2, ab=u, ~‘=a-‘, bc=a2b-‘); 
this is easy. The group P := (32/40) has precisely three elements of order 2, viz. 
a2, b2, a2b2. Hence P’S V,(P) I @(P) = V,(P) U {l}. As Aut(P) is a a-group, an 
application of (2.9) yields that P is a 2-nilpotent forcing group. (1 
-32/41 (a,b,cIa4=b4=c2=1, ab=., &=a-‘b2, bc=a2b); by (1.9) 
due to 3 ) IAut(32/41)I. 
-32/42 Q4YQ4; by (1.9) due to 3 1 IAut(Q4YQ4)I. 
-32/43 Q4’fD4; by (1.9) due to 5 I IAut(Q4YD4)1. 
-32/44 (o,b,cja8=b2=c2=1, ab=.-l, d=d, bC=b); 
it is proved in ([8], page 131, etc.) that ((y>‘f(a,P,r>, 0 1 a2=l, <a,P)=Q4, 
~~'1, a'=p, P'=ap, aa=,-l, fi"=~-'p, f=y-l, y2=(r2, T~=T-~) is a 
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non-2-nilpotent group of order 96 whose Sylow 2-subgroups are isomorphic to 
(32/44). 11 
-32/45 (a,b,cjas=b2=1, c2=a4, ab=a5, a’=a-‘, b’=b); 
the group ((y>‘r’(a,/3,r), a)r~~=(~~=y~, <a,/3>gQ4, r3=l, ar=p, pr=ap, 
(Yo=o-‘, /jLo-‘jj, yo= y-1, r” = r-l> is a non-2-nilpotent group of order 96 
whose Sylow 2-subgroups are isomorphic to (32/45). See ([8], page 133) for the 
details. 11 
+ 32146 
a2=b2=C2=d4=1, bd=al>, cd=abc 
ad=a, [a,b]=[a,c]=[b,c]=l ’ 
it is possible to argue by means of a corresponding argumentation to (32/38). 
We give a streamlined inductive proof. Namely, put P= (32146). We have, if 
PES~I,(G), that Aut(P) is a 2-group, P’=(a,b)rPnG’=(P’,Pn(P’)g 1 geG)I 
(b) x (c, d2) = Q,(P) = C2 x D4; Q2,(P) does not contain subgroups isomorphic 
to Q4; (b,c, a) and (b,c,d’) are the only elementary abelian subgroups of 
order 8 in Q,(P) and they are normal in P. 
By induction we may assume that G/G’ is a 2-group i.e. G= PG’. Note 
PnG’ESy12(G’). Assume P~G’=L’,(P)EC~XD~; whence G/G’=C2. Since 
Aut(C2xD4) is a 2-group, we have that NGr(PnG’)=(PnG’)CG,(PnG’). 
Then, as (P fI G’)’ is cyclic of order 2, once again Schiefelbusch’s Theorem ([9], 
Cor. 5.3.2) in connection with Burnside’s Theorem (1.13) and with /G’/G”I is 
odd, yields G’#O’(G’). But then IG/G’I 24, a contradiction. So IPfl G’I =4 
or 8. Suppose IPnG’l =4, i.e. P’=(a,b)=PflG’<@(P). Then (1.8) implies 
that G is 2-nilpotent. So we may assume that IPn G’I = 8. 
Now Pfl G’z D4, C4 x C2 or C2 x C2 x C,. However, if Pfl G’ contains ele- 
ments of order 4 from (b) x (c,d’), then, as P’IPfI G’, we see that Pfl G’= 
(b,cd’) or = (bcd2,a) which are each isomorphic to C4 x C,. So Pn G’zD,. 
If PnG’=C4xC2, then, as PfIG’ESy12(G’), (1.3) would give that G’ is 
2-nilpotent, whence that G is 2-nilpotent. 
So let PnG’=C2xC2xC2. Then NG(PnG’)rP, as we saw earlier. Now 
PnG’=(b,d2,a) or =(b,c,a). Note that (b,d’,a)=@(P). So, in case 
Pn G’= (b,d2,a) = Q(P), Tate’s Theorem (1.8) tells us that G is 2-nilpotent. 
Therefore, we may assume that Pfl G’= (b, c, a). Suppose that (NG,(U), P) = P 
where U:=Pn G’. Then No,(U)= U, U abelian, u~Syl,(G’). Therefore, 
Griin’s second theorem (1.14) reveals that G’ is 2-nilpotent, whence that G is 
2-nilpotent. 
Now assume that G # (No(U), P>. Thus by induction (N,(U), P) is 2-nil- 
potent, and so NGt(U) being a subgroup of (NG(U), P), is 2-nilpotent. As 
UE Syf2(NGr(U)) this means that NGf(U) = Ux O,,(N,,(U)). Therefore Grun’s 
Theorem (1.14) once again reveals that G’ is 2-nilpotent, whence that G is 2-nil- 
potent. 
So therefore we may assume that G=(N,(U),P). Therefore, as U= 
(b,c,a)gP, we have UaG. So C,(U)ilG. Assume 02~(Co(U))#{l}. Then 
by induction G/O,,(C,(U)), whence also G, is 2-nilpotent. Hence suppose 
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O,,(C,(U))={l}. Now U<C,,(U) and UES&(C~,(U)). Hence Co,(U)= 
UxO,(C,,(U)), where now O,,(C,,(U))aG. So O,,(Co,(U))={l}. Therefore 
C,,(U) = U. As G’/Co,(U) is of odd order and as G‘/&,(U) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of GL(3,2), we see that G’/&,(U) is solvable with order 
dividing 21. If G’= C,,(U) = U, then G is trivially 2-nilpotent. So there exists 
X/Co,(U) of order 3 or 7 as the case may be such that X/CG,(U) char 
G’/C,,(U), whence XaG, XP+G unless X= G’. If G#XP, then XP, whence 
also X, is 2-nilpotent by induction. Thus X= U x O,,(X), where {l} # 
O,,(X) I C,,(U) = U, and we have a contradiction. So X= G’. 
We may now assume that IG’/Co,(U)I =3 or 7 and C,,(U)=U=PflG’= 
(b,c,a). Observe that G/G’=P/U=:d). We see that G/U contains a unique 
cyclic subgroup L/U of order 6 or 14 as the case may be. Hence 1 G/L / = 2 
and PfIL=(b,c,d2)=C2xD4. Now (PnL)/U charL/U, whence PfTLaL 
and IL/PrTLI=3 or 7. Now Aut(C2xD,) is a 2-group. So by (l.l), as 
P fl L E Syl,(L), L = (P fI L) x O,,(L). Hence 02,(L) a G and so L is 2-nilpotent. 
Hence G is 2-nilpotent. 
Therefore G is 2-nilpotent, always. I/ 
+32/47 (a,b,cIa8=b2=c2=1, ab=a5, a’=ba, bc=b); 
this case is almost analogous to the (32/46)-case. Here we have (putting 
P= (32/47) and PE Syl,(G)) : Aut(P) is a 2-group; P’= <a4, 6); Pfl G’s Q1(P) = 
(b) x (a2,c); Q,(P) does not contain quaternion subgroups of order 8; 
Pn G’PD, as (a4, b) sPfl G’sQ2,(P); <a4, b,a2c) and (a4,c, b) are the only 
existing elementary abelian subgroups of P of order 8, moreover, these groups 
are normal in P; P/(a4,b,a2c) E C4=P/(a4,c,bj; the group Q,(P) is the unique 
normal subgroup S of P that contains (a4, b, a2c> for which 1 P/S/ = 2; the 
same holds for (a4, c, b) instead of (a4, b,a2c). We can now argue with a 
complete analogous reasoning as in the (32/46)-case, with one slight difference. 
Namely, if PfI G’E C, x C, x C,, in case of (32/46) the argument dealt with 
Pfl G’s Q(P) (so Tate’s Theorem (1.8) was applicable) or otherwise, 
Pfl G’= (6, c, a)(a, b, CE (32/46)) etc. Here, in case of (32/47) both possibilities 
P fI G’= (a4, b, a*c) or (a4, c, b)(a, b, c E (32/47)) lead to the reasoning as given 
in (32/46) starting with “Suppose that (No,(U),P) = P where U:=Pfl G’, 
et?‘. 11 
+32/48 (a,b,cIas=b2=1, c2=a4, ab=a5, a“=ba, b’=b); 
we can observe that, defining y = ca, the following relations hold: a8 = b2 = 1, 
y2=a6b, ab=a5, aY=ab, bY=a4b. Th ere f ore, (32/48) is isomorphic to Dapiash 
group b) 2) of (2.2). 11 
-32/49 D,,; by (2.4). 
-32/50 QD,,; by (2.6). 
-32151 Q,6; by (2.5). 
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SUMMARY 
In the following table of the nonabelian groups of order dividing 32, a 
+-mark right beneath the group number (following Hall & Senior [3]) means 
that this group is 2-nilpotent forcing, whereas a --mark right beneath the group 
number means that it is not. If Aut(P) is not a 2-group where IPl divides 32 
(and P not abelian) it is indicated as P*. 
) brder 1 Group numbering in [3] or [7] I 
I 8 1 4 51 I 
16 1 6_ 7: 81 9_ 10, 11, 12m 13- 14_ 1 
32 8: 9: 10: ll_ 12, 13, 14_ 15: 16, 
17: 18: 19, 20_ 21, 22, 23_ 24_ 25_ 
26_ 27_ 28_ 29, 30, 31_ 32, 331 34f 
35, 36m 37_ 38+ 39, 40, 41f 42? 43: 
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